OBJECTIVE
Republican candidate for U.S. Senate from Ohio seeks position with national platform to spread anti-LGBTQ+ propaganda, bully LGBTQ+ youth, pass a federal abortion ban, and push MAGA agenda.

EXPERIENCE

FAILED OPPONENT OF OHIOANS’ ABORTION RIGHTS | 2023
Opposed Issue 1, which codified the right to abortion in Ohio and was approved by voters by a wide 13-point margin; also supports a national abortion ban

TRANSPHOBIC MISINFORMATION CZAR | 2020–Present
Said people who support transgender youth “hate this country”

SKILLS

- **Flip-Flopping:** Was for LGBTQ+ equality—even complimenting the portrayal of gay couples on *Modern Family*—before becoming a strident anti-LGBTQ+ crusader in order to advance his own political career
- **Being Bigger Bigot Than Primary Opponents:** In attempts to win GOP nomination, Moreno and a super PAC supporting him positioned himself as most transphobic candidate with inflammatory rhetoric and ads

REFERENCES

- **Donald Trump:** said that Moreno is “the exact kind of MAGA fighter that we need in the United States Senate”
- **Ohio “Values” Voters:** Moreno is endorsed by this stridently anti-LGBTQ+ organization that opposes marriage equality and seeks to deny health care to trans youth & ban trans kids from playing sports with their friends
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